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Today I’ll talk about the Clean Water Act.  

Specifically, I’ll talk about important changes that have taken place over the last 2 years that affect the way the act is implemented.  

Most significantly they’ve come about through the Rapanos and Carabell Supreme Court Cases.  �



Clean Water ActClean Water Act

Passed 1972, significant amendments 1977Passed 1972, significant amendments 1977

Objective:  Objective:  “…“…to restore and maintain the chemical, to restore and maintain the chemical, 
physical and biological integrity of the Nationphysical and biological integrity of the Nation’’s s 
waters.waters.””

Large body of implementing Large body of implementing regsregs, guidance, etc, guidance, etc……

Jointly administered by the Army Corps of Jointly administered by the Army Corps of 
Engineers and EPAEngineers and EPA
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Many of you have worked with the Clean Water Act or still do.  So I won’t belabor the background.  But very briefly, to start at the beginning…�



Clean Water ActClean Water Act
Section 301(a): Discharge of any pollutant is prohibited Section 301(a): Discharge of any pollutant is prohibited 

without a permitwithout a permit

Permit programs:Permit programs:
National Pollution Discharge Elimination System National Pollution Discharge Elimination System 
(NPDES) permitting established pursuant to (NPDES) permitting established pursuant to §§402402

Permitting system for dredged or fill material Permitting system for dredged or fill material 
established pursuant to established pursuant to §§404404

Traditional FWS involvement has been hereTraditional FWS involvement has been here
FWS comment authorities built into 404(m), 404(q)FWS comment authorities built into 404(m), 404(q)
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To highlight a few of the famous parts of the Act.  

§301 is the cornerstone

 …and says that discharging pollutants into the Nation’s waters is prohibited…unless permitted.

�



Jurisdictional Waters under theJurisdictional Waters under the 
Clean Water Act:   The statute saysClean Water Act:   The statute says……

““Navigable watersNavigable waters”” = = 
““the waters of the United States, the waters of the United States, 
including the territorial seasincluding the territorial seas”” * * 

This applies throughout CWA, This applies throughout CWA, 
e.g.e.g., , §§§§ 404, 402, 401404, 402, 401

*  at *  at §§502 (7)502 (7)
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So what waters does the Act cover?

Start with a discussion of what the Act itself says about jurisdiction…  

The statute says it applies to navigable waters and goes on to say what those are.  

But what is a Water of the United States?�



Jurisdictional Waters under the CWA:  Jurisdictional Waters under the CWA:  
The The RegsRegs* Say* Say……

““Waters of the United StatesWaters of the United States”” are:are:
Traditional navigable waters Traditional navigable waters 
Interstate waters Interstate waters 
Tributaries of aboveTributaries of above
Adjacent wetlands Adjacent wetlands 
Certain isolated watersCertain isolated waters

* 33 CFR * 33 CFR §§328.3328.3
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This is the operating definition at the regulatory level.

…Tributaries of waters that cross state lines

…Tributaries of Traditionally Navigable Waters (waters you can drive a boat on; or “Navigable-in-Fact” waters; waters that have supported interstate commerce in the past, currently do, or could support it with reasonable improvements)



�



CWA Jurisdiction, GeographicallyCWA Jurisdiction, Geographically

navigable-in-fact waters

non-navigable tributaries

isolated wetlands

isolated wetlands
adjacent wetlands

adjacent wetlands

from DOJfrom DOJ
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This is the jurisdictional picture geographically… before we consider what happened as a result of SWANCC and in ’06, Rapanos/Carabell.

Lowest reaches of the watershed are navigable.  

Moving upstream, past the a point where the system is no longer “truly navigable,” features have long been jurisdictional.

�



Jurisdiction Whittled, 1Jurisdiction Whittled, 1stst by SWANCCby SWANCC

SSolid olid WWaste aste AAgency of gency of NNorthern orthern CCook ook CCounty, IL. ounty, IL. 
Before Supreme Court in 2001.Before Supreme Court in 2001.

Previously, Corps asserted jurisdiction if Previously, Corps asserted jurisdiction if migmig birds flew birds flew 
between an isolated water and navigable waters between an isolated water and navigable waters 

their their ““Migratory Bird RuleMigratory Bird Rule””

Court said Corps cannot regulate nonCourt said Corps cannot regulate non--navigable, navigable, 
isolated, isolated, intraintrastate waters based solely on use by state waters based solely on use by 
migratory birdsmigratory birds

Migratory Bird Rule was invalidated.  Reasons included Migratory Bird Rule was invalidated.  Reasons included 
violation of Constitutionviolation of Constitution’’s Commerce Clause.s Commerce Clause.
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So what began to happen to CWA jurisdiction?

SWANCC is famous by name, less so by detail.  Actually a rather narrow decision.

The site consisted of old abandoned gravel pits in Illinois.  SWANCC wanted to use them as a landfill.  

Problem was, they had naturalized since abandonment and now had wetland features and a significant heronry.

Court said that the Corps was not regulating commerce between states, but within a state.

Narrow decision.  Did not throw out all isolated wetlands.  

In fact, most court cases after SWANCC interpreted it narrowly and the Gov’t’s ability to regulate isolated wetlands rather broadly.�



Rapanos / Carabell Rapanos / Carabell 
A consolidation of 2 separate cases from MichiganA consolidation of 2 separate cases from Michigan
Before Supreme Court Feb. 2006, decided June 2006Before Supreme Court Feb. 2006, decided June 2006

At issue in CarabellAt issue in Carabell:  Does Federal jurisdiction apply to :  Does Federal jurisdiction apply to 
wetlands adjacent to, but hydrologically isolated wetlands adjacent to, but hydrologically isolated 
from any tributary of a water of the United States?from any tributary of a water of the United States?

At issue in RapanosAt issue in Rapanos:  Are wetlands :  Are wetlands 
that do not physically abut that do not physically abut 
navigablenavigable--inin--fact waters fact waters 
jurisdictional under CWA?jurisdictional under CWA?
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Last year, 2 cases were argued before the Supreme Court.  

Both came come from the 6th Circuit Court of Appeals and were consolidated into 1 case b/c they raised similar questions   Both claimed that wetlands on their properties were not subject to Federal jurisdiction.

RAPANOS BACKGROUND:  Mr. Rapanos, was found guilty of filling and draining 54 acres of wetlands at three different sites without permits. 

Michigan and EPA carried out the original enforcement action. Included 15 acres of forested wetland directly adjacent to the boatable Pine River (Pine River site) - a major tributary of the Tittabawassee River; 

17 acres of mixed wetlands adjacent to the Rose Drain, (Hines Road Site) about one mile from its confluence with the Tittabawassee River. 

Contesting subsequent enforcement actions by the U.S. and Michigan, he claims his wetlands, while connected or adjacent to navigable waters of the U.S., do not physically abut navigable-in-fact waters and are thus non-jurisdictional.

In addition to the civil conviction, Mr. Rapanos was found guilty in a federal criminal trial of destroying at least 22 acres of wetlands at the headwaters of the Kawkawlin River.   

Note:  Rapanos’ case was argued by the Pacific Legal Foundation.  �



Wetland

A Carabell Wetland… Adjacent but Separated

Tributary to a 
Navigable-in-Fact 

Water Man-made Berm

Presenter�
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CARABELL BACKGROUND:  Mr. Carabell had applied for and was denied a §404 permit by the Corps to fill wetlands for residential development.    

He claimed that his wetlands, though adjacent to, are hydrologically isolated from any tributary of a water of the United States by a man-made berm and from below by an impermeable clay substrate… and are thus non-jurisdictional.

Further, he claimed that a tributary opposite the berm from his wetland is a ditch and thus, not a tributary.  

The United States asserted that that all wetlands adjacent to tributaries are jurisdictional, including those adjacent to drainage ditches.
�



What Was at Stake in these Cases?What Was at Stake in these Cases?
Rulings affect entire CWA, not just Rulings affect entire CWA, not just §§404.  According to a404.  According to a
2005 analysis by EPA:2005 analysis by EPA:

Up to 59% of stream miles outside of AK are headwater Up to 59% of stream miles outside of AK are headwater 
reaches potentially impacted by Rapanos/Carabellreaches potentially impacted by Rapanos/Carabell

40% of 40% of §§402 NPDES (point402 NPDES (point--source) permitted operations source) permitted operations 
discharge into headwater reaches.discharge into headwater reaches.

90% of 90% of ““Surface Water Protection AreasSurface Water Protection Areas”” include headwater include headwater 
reaches reaches serving 110 million Americansserving 110 million Americans

Presenter�
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WHAT WAS AT STAKE IN THESE 2 CASES?:
Rulings will affect entire CWA, not just §404.  According to 2005 analysis by EPA:  

90% of Surface Water Protection Areas (upstream zones designated to protect drinking water intakes) include headwater reaches and serve 110 million U.S. citizens.

For a moment, put this into context of our Trust Resources and the Service’s programs.

Does this matter to you if you’re trying to recover listed freshwater mussels that need healthy headwaters upstream?

Does this matter if you are working on coolwater fish habitat planning on a large scale?

It certainly matters.  Matters to human health too.

35 STATES signed an Amicus Brief in support of DOJ’s case that Rapanos and Carabell should not prevail.
�



What did the Court decide?What did the Court decide?
Cases remanded to lower court by 5Cases remanded to lower court by 5--4 decision4 decision……

but really but really it was a it was a ““44--11--44”” decisiondecision

KennedyKennedy’’s s 
separate opinion separate opinion 
concurred in concurred in 
judgmentjudgment with with 
plurality, but with plurality, but with 
very different very different 
rationalerationale

Stevens wrote the Stevens wrote the 
dissent.  Joined by dissent.  Joined by 
BreyerBreyer, Ginsburg , Ginsburg 
and and SouterSouter

ScaliaScalia wrote wrote 
““pluralityplurality”” opinion.  opinion.  
Joined by Joined by AlitoAlito, , 
Roberts and Roberts and 
Thomas. Thomas. 

Presenter�
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The cases were remanded, but that’s not the whole story.

5 separate opinions were written.

In an evenly divided case like this (w/ no Majority), it is generally accepted (via Supreme Court rules) that the controlling opinion is the one offering the narrowest ground that would be supported by a majority of justices.  Here, that’s Kennedy’s opinion.

Put another way, Kennedy’s opinion provides the narrowest ground to which a majority of the Justices would have assented if forced to choose.

In his opinion, Kennedy agreed with the plurality that the cases should be remanded, but for a very different rationale.

Roberts – wrote brief concurring opinion
Breyer – wrote brief opinion concurring w/ dissent
�
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What did the Court decide?What did the Court decide?
ScaliaScalia wrotewrote…… AlitoAlito, , RobertsRoberts, , Thomas Thomas joinedjoined……

Held that Corps misapplied the CWA, claiming Held that Corps misapplied the CWA, claiming 
jurisdiction over wetlands beyond original jurisdiction over wetlands beyond original 
intent of Congressintent of Congress

The 
Plurality

Kennedy Kennedy wrotewrote……

Concur that cases should be remanded, but Concur that cases should be remanded, but 
because the lower court did not use the because the lower court did not use the 
appropriate testappropriate test to evaluate if wetlands were to evaluate if wetlands were 
jurisdictional.  jurisdictional.  

The correct test is whether or not a wetland has a The correct test is whether or not a wetland has a 
““significant nexussignificant nexus”” with a navigable water.with a navigable water.

Kennedy 
concurs in 
judgment
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Kennedy expressed a sense that the jurisdictional reach of the CWA, as implemented by COE/EPA was appropriate, but that the lower court did not evaluate the cases using the correct test.

We won’t discuss the dissent written by Stevens (joined by Breyer, Ginsburg, Souter), but they agreed that the Corps’ and EPA’s interpretation of CWA jurisdiction was reasonable.

From here we’ll break down what the Scalia and Kennedy opinions said…�



““ScaliaScalia WatersWaters”” 
A prescription for reducing geographic extent of CWA jurisdictioA prescription for reducing geographic extent of CWA jurisdiction?n?

Federal jurisdiction extends only as far as Federal jurisdiction extends only as far as 
wetlands adjacent to waters that are wetlands adjacent to waters that are ““relatively relatively 
permanentpermanent**, standing or flowing., standing or flowing.””

Adjacency should be defined as Adjacency should be defined as ““having a having a 
continuous surface connection.continuous surface connection.””

* Relatively Permanent Waters (RPW)* Relatively Permanent Waters (RPW)

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Main points of the 2 most important opinions; 1st, Justice Scalia’s:   He felt that the Corps’s assertion of federal jurisdiction was far over-reaching.  He said…

Waters of the US only include those relatively permanent, standing or continuously flowing bodies of water forming geographic features that are described in ordinary parlance as streams, oceans, rivers and lakes…

and…do not include channels through which water flows intermittently or ephemerally, or channels that periodically provide drainage for rainfall.  

In a footnote, he says we do not necessarily exclude streams that might dry up in drought or are seasonal, w/ continuous flow in some months but none in others.  Common sense and common usage, he says, distinguish a wash from a seasonal river.

RPW’s = Relatively Permanent Waters.  Scalia introduces this term of art that will figure strongly in the Corps’/EPA guidance and new Jurisdictional Determination form.

2nd  bullet point:  This is Scalia’s take on the Carabell-type situation where a wetland might be adjacent, but is separated.�
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““Kennedy WatersKennedy Waters””

“…“…the wetlands, either alone or in combination with similarly the wetlands, either alone or in combination with similarly 
situated lands in the region, significantly affect the chemical,situated lands in the region, significantly affect the chemical, 
physical, and biological integrity of other covered waters more physical, and biological integrity of other covered waters more 
readily understood as readily understood as ‘‘navigable.navigable.’’

When in contrast, wetlandsWhen in contrast, wetlands’’ effects are speculative or effects are speculative or 
insubstantial, they fall outside the zone fairly encompassed by insubstantial, they fall outside the zone fairly encompassed by 
the statutory term the statutory term ‘‘navigable waters.navigable waters.’”’”

Are jurisdictional and have  Are jurisdictional and have  ““Significant NexusSignificant Nexus”” to a to a 
navigable water if:navigable water if:

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Main points of the 2 most important opinions; Justice Kennedy’s:
Two things here:  

1.) He is defining a nexus as existing if a water affects a traditionally navigable water.  

2.) Then he sets the threshold at a rather nebulous, “speculative or insubstantial effects,” below which a nexus doesn’t exist.  How does the Corps and EPA implement this?
  
The danger is that implementation will likely be different from Corps District to Corps District based on variable interpretation by staff in different regions.

* “Absent a significant nexus, jurisdiction is lacking.”

Kennedy makes this prescription, but goes on to say that had the 6th Circuit applied this test, he believes both sites would have a demonstrable nexus.  �
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PostPost--Rapanos GuidanceRapanos Guidance
Corps/EPA interim guidance July 2006: staff to avoid/defer Corps/EPA interim guidance July 2006: staff to avoid/defer 
closeclose--call determinations if possible.  Send the rest to HQ.call determinations if possible.  Send the rest to HQ.

The JusticesThe Justices’’ opinions urged Corps & EPA to write opinions urged Corps & EPA to write regsregs that that 
better define Waters of the U.S., tributaries, adjacency, etcbetter define Waters of the U.S., tributaries, adjacency, etc……

In June 2007, Corps & EPA issued guidance package telling In June 2007, Corps & EPA issued guidance package telling 
field staff how to implement the Supreme Court decision.  field staff how to implement the Supreme Court decision.  
Became effective immediately.Became effective immediately.

NutshellNutshell:  waters are jurisdictional if they serve one of 2 :  waters are jurisdictional if they serve one of 2 
masters.  If it meets the standard of a masters.  If it meets the standard of a ““ScaliaScalia WaterWater”” oror a a 
““Kennedy Water,Kennedy Water,”” itit’’s jurisdictional.s jurisdictional.

Presenter�
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What has happened since Rapanos?

Multiple Justice’s opinions in Rapanos had urged rapid rulemaking and chastised the Corps for not doing so after SWANCC.  It was unlikely that would happen again.

Again, “Scalia waters” refers to, essentially, a categorical rule.  “Kennedy waters” refers to those passing a test…fit a category or pass a test.
-------------------------------------------
USFWS was not involved in the development or review of this guidance that was published by the Corps and EPA in June ’07.  DOI was.  However, from groups that were involved, it seems that a September 2006 Corps/EPA draft may have interpreted the decision much more broadly.  After a lobbying effort by certain regulated publics, it was modified into the June 2007 product.
�



Waters meeting the Waters meeting the ““ScaliaScalia WatersWaters”” standard are standard are ““Always INAlways IN”” 
(Corps/EPA will assert jurisdiction)(Corps/EPA will assert jurisdiction)

Traditional navigable waters (navigableTraditional navigable waters (navigable--inin--fact, or fact, or TNWsTNWs).          ).          
Ex. Potomac RiverEx. Potomac River

Wetlands adjacent to Wetlands adjacent to TNWsTNWs. Including those without a . Including those without a 
continuous surface connection. continuous surface connection. 

Ex. Dyke MarshEx. Dyke Marsh

NonNon--navigable tributaries of navigable tributaries of TNWsTNWs that are that are relatively permanentrelatively permanent.  .  
RPWsRPWs typically flow yeartypically flow year--round or have continuous flow at least round or have continuous flow at least 

seasonally (typically 3 months)seasonally (typically 3 months)

Wetlands adjacent to such tributaries that have Wetlands adjacent to such tributaries that have continuous continuous 
surface connectionsurface connection to the tributary (not to the tributary (not ““separatedseparated””))

PostPost--Rapanos GuidanceRapanos Guidance

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Wetlands adjacent to navigable-in-fact waters are categorically “in.”  Kennedy had said that for navigable-in-fact waters, adjacency implied nexus.

Scalia said that relatively permanent waters do not include tribs whose flow is “coming and going at intervals…broken, fitful.”  Thus, ephemeral streams cannot be “relatively permanent” and significant nexus must be demonstrated.�



Swales or Swales or erosionalerosional featuresfeatures
gullies, small washes gullies, small washes 
low volume, infrequent, short low volume, infrequent, short 
duration flow duration flow 

Ditches, including roadsideDitches, including roadside
excavated wholly in and excavated wholly in and 
draining only uplands draining only uplands 
those those notnot carrying a relatively carrying a relatively 
permanent flow of waterpermanent flow of water

PostPost--Rapanos GuidanceRapanos Guidance
Waters that are categorically Waters that are categorically ““OUTOUT””
(Corps/EPA (Corps/EPA generallygenerally will will notnot assert jurisdiction)assert jurisdiction)

eroded gulleyeroded gulley

desert desert 
swaleswale

Presenter�
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Waters that are out (“…agencies generally will not assert jurisdiction) include:  

Swales or erosional features (e.g. gullies, small washes characterized by low volume, infrequent, or short duration flow); 

Ditches (incl. roadside) excavated wholly in and draining only uplands and that do not carry a relatively permanent flow of water.
�



PostPost--Rapanos GuidanceRapanos Guidance

Waters that now must have Waters that now must have significant nexussignificant nexus to a traditional to a traditional 
navigable water, i.e. navigable water, i.e. ””Kennedy Waters.Kennedy Waters.”…”…the sticky wickets:the sticky wickets:

Tributaries that are nonTributaries that are non--navigable and navigable and notnot ““relatively relatively 
permanentpermanent””

Wetlands adjacent to tributaries that are nonWetlands adjacent to tributaries that are non--navigable, navigable, notnot
relatively permanent relatively permanent 

Wetlands adjacent to, but not directly abutting a relatively Wetlands adjacent to, but not directly abutting a relatively 
permanent nonpermanent non--navigable tributarynavigable tributary

Presenter�
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These are the types of waters that, pursuant to the new guidance, that now must have significant nexus before the agencies will assert jurisdiction.  

So, we’re talking about ephemeral and some intermittent streams, wetlands that are adjacent to them, and we’re talking about “Carabell Wetlands,” those that are adjacent but separated.

--------------------------------------------
Ephemeral stream: An ephemeral stream has flowing water only during, and for a short duration after, precipitation events in a typical year.  Ephemeral stream beds are located above the water table year-round. Groundwater is not a source of water for the stream. Runoff from rainfall is the primary source of water for stream flow.

Intermittent stream: An intermittent stream has flowing water during certain times of the year, when groundwater provides water for stream flow. During dry periods, intermittent streams may not have flowing water. Runoff from rainfall is a supplemental source of water for stream flow.

Perennial stream: A perennial stream has flowing water year-round during a typical year. The water table is located above the stream bed for most of the year. Groundwater is the primary source of water for stream flow. Runoff from rainfall is a supplemental source of water for stream flow.
�



Los AngelesLos Angeles

Ephemeral Ephemeral 
TributaryTributary

Significant Significant 
Nexus Nexus 
requiredrequired



Ephemeral Ephemeral 
TributaryTributary

Significant Significant 
Nexus Nexus 
requiredrequired

AlbuquerqueAlbuquerque



AlaskaAlaska

U P L A N DU P L A N D

RPW RPW 

W E T L A N DW E T L A N D

““Carabell Wetland.Carabell Wetland.”” Adjacent but separated.  Adjacent but separated.  
Significant Nexus required.Significant Nexus required.



Significant NexusSignificant Nexus

How are the agencies supposed to determine this?How are the agencies supposed to determine this?

From the 2007 guidance:From the 2007 guidance:
Significant nexus analysis will assess:Significant nexus analysis will assess:

flow characteristics and functions of the tributary itselfflow characteristics and functions of the tributary itself
functions performed by any wetlands adjacent to the tributaryfunctions performed by any wetlands adjacent to the tributary

……to determine if they to determine if they significantlysignificantly affect the chemical, affect the chemical, 
physical and biological integrity of downstream traditional physical and biological integrity of downstream traditional 
navigable waters.navigable waters.

““SignificantlySignificantly”” =   =   more thanmore than speculative or insubstantialspeculative or insubstantial

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Direct from Justice Kennedy’s language.  This is in the June guidance and the Corps’ new Jurisdictional Determination form.

The agencies will examine flow characteristics and functions of the trib and the functions of adjacent wetlands… do they significantly affect chemical/physical/biological integrity of TNW?  That’s the question…and do they do it significantly?  For Kennedy, “significant,” as used here, means more than “speculative or insubstantial.”

Remember that Kennedy said that wetlands can pass the significant nexus test if they… either alone or in combination with similarly situated lands in the region, significantly affect the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of … navigable waters.  For the purposes of a Significant Nexus test in the context of a Jurisdictional Determination, the Corps is defining “similarly situated” wetlands as all wetlands adjacent to the same tributary.  So they’ll be looking at all of the wetlands adjacent to a given tributary.

So that’s how they’ve framed it in the 2007 Guidance…�



Volume, duration, and frequency of flow Volume, duration, and frequency of flow 
Proximity to the traditional navigable waterProximity to the traditional navigable water
Size of the watershedSize of the watershed
Average annual rainfallAverage annual rainfall
Average annual winter snow packAverage annual winter snow pack

Significant NexusSignificant Nexus

Significant Nexus includes consideration of Significant Nexus includes consideration of 
hydrologic factorshydrologic factors including:including:

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Some of the flow metrics to be considered…

The magnitude of thresholds for these factors is not specified or framed in any way.  One could believe it was written to allow for a flexible consideration of varying, local ecological factors…therefore allowing as wide an ecologically-sound interpretation as possible, but interpretations could just as easily be narrow.

You can start to see that the details of a significant nexus determination leave much to the discretion of District staff and are wide open to the discretion of a District Engineer’s interpretation. 

Note: In the JD form, they explicitly say it is not appropriate to determine significant nexus based solely on any specific threshold of distance such as between a trib and an adjacent wetland or a TNW.  
�



Ecological factorsEcological factors will be considered by asking if the tributary, in will be considered by asking if the tributary, in 
combination with adjacent wetlands (if any)combination with adjacent wetlands (if any)……

……has the capacity to carry pollutants or flood waters to has the capacity to carry pollutants or flood waters to TNWTNW’’ss, , 
or to trap/filter/store pollutants or flood waters that would or to trap/filter/store pollutants or flood waters that would 
reach a TNW?reach a TNW?

……provides habitat and lifecycle support functions for fish and provides habitat and lifecycle support functions for fish and 
other spp. (feeding/nesting/spawning/rearing) present in the other spp. (feeding/nesting/spawning/rearing) present in the 
TNW?TNW?

……has the capacity to transfer nutrients and organic carbon that has the capacity to transfer nutrients and organic carbon that 
support downstream support downstream foodwebsfoodwebs??

……has other relationships to the physical, chemical or biological has other relationships to the physical, chemical or biological 
integrity of the TNW?integrity of the TNW?

Significant NexusSignificant Nexus

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Ecological factors will be considered in a significant nexus determination too.

A series of questions will be asked about a tributary, in combination with its adjacent wetlands (if any), under examination.

Corps staff is asked to do this on their new JD form.

Sounds like it could be broadly interpreted, but…

You’re probably asking… how much capacity, how much habitat, how much support, etc…?  These are good questions.�



Broad implementation discretionBroad implementation discretion……

For certain categories of waters a Significant Nexus is now For certain categories of waters a Significant Nexus is now 
required before agencies will assert jurisdictionrequired before agencies will assert jurisdiction

Which Nexuses are Significant?Which Nexuses are Significant?
Those that are MORE THAN speculative or insubstantialThose that are MORE THAN speculative or insubstantial

Who decides what is speculative or insubstantial?Who decides what is speculative or insubstantial?
Corps Districts.  Have broad latitude to implement as Corps Districts.  Have broad latitude to implement as 
each sees fiteach sees fit

Significant NexusSignificant Nexus

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
To reiterate…
The Corps & EPA have turned Kennedy’s words directly into a threshold of significance: “…a significant nexus exists if the tributary, in combination with all of its adjacent wetlands, has more than a speculative or insubstantial effect on the…integrity of a TNW.”

This means that, again, a nexus alone is not enough.  It has to be significant.

What nexuses are significant?  …those that are more that speculative or insubstantial (of course).
 
No, those terms are not defined anywhere.

Is this a license for Corsp Districts to do whatever they want?  They can go broad, certainly, but they can just as easily go narrow.

“Similarly situated” wetlands = all wetlands adjacent to the same tributary.
�



WhatWhat’’s Next?s Next?

Public comments on the June guidance:Public comments on the June guidance:
Gather case studies and experiences applying the guidance Gather case studies and experiences applying the guidance 
2008 2008 –– will reissue, revise, or suspend guidancewill reissue, revise, or suspend guidance

A rulemaking, further policy issuance?A rulemaking, further policy issuance?
Corps / EPA say they will broadly consider jurisdictional Corps / EPA say they will broadly consider jurisdictional 
issues and definition of terms in additional productsissues and definition of terms in additional products

More lawsuits?  More lawsuits?  
Already happening.  Healdsburg, CA, for ex.Already happening.  Healdsburg, CA, for ex.

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The Service Directorate did comment, through the Department in January 2008.  

The focus of Service comments was on the problem of broad discretion allowing the Guidance to be inconsistently implemented around the country by different Corps Districts.  Also, the Service described our special concerns over how this might play out in the arid West.

The guidance was effective immediately upon issuance on 6/5/07. 

More Lawsuits:   They’ve already been happening.  One was concluded in the 9th Circuit for a case in Healdsburg, CA.  

There, they decided that the City of Healdsburg was wrong when they didn’t get a NPDES permit before discharging sewage into a pond adjacent to the Russian River.  

They said it was non-jurisdictional, but the court applied the Significant Nexus test and said that it was.  

The court had let this case off in 8/06, and reopened it this year, after the guidance was published.�



Clean Water Restoration Act of 2007Clean Water Restoration Act of 2007
Currently introduced by Rep. Oberstar Currently introduced by Rep. Oberstar (HR 2421) (HR 2421) and and 
Sen. Feingold Sen. Feingold (S 1870)(S 1870)

Is there a way to fix this?Is there a way to fix this?

ItIt’’s been around since SWANCC but finally has legs?s been around since SWANCC but finally has legs?
It would return jurisdiction to preIt would return jurisdiction to pre--SWANCC status SWANCC status 
without extension of authoritywithout extension of authority

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Multiple hearings held in 2007 and 2008:
Oberstar, Chair, House Transportation & Infrastructure committee.  Hearings held July 17th & 19th, 2007 and April 16th 2008.

Boxer, Chair, Senate Environment and Public Works Committee, held 3 hearings, including April 9th, 2008

This bill has been introduced in the past (after SWANCC) but is currently introduced in the house as HR 2421.  Oberstar has 170(?) cosponsors.

Several State’s have expressed support, e.g  WI, MT, NM

In a Q & A document put out in 6/07, Corps asked if legislation was needed to clarify what waters are protected by CWA?  They said that the Admin has not taken a position on legislation, that they appreciated the legislative branch’s interest in strong protection for our nation’s waters but are still evaluating whether the Rapanos/Carabell situation can be fully addressed by administrative means (regs, policy, guidance).  Administration statements in 2008 have been relatively more negative.�



Clean Water Restoration Act of 2007Clean Water Restoration Act of 2007

Purposes:Purposes:
Reaffirm 1972 congressional intentReaffirm 1972 congressional intent
Clearly define the waters subject to CWAClearly define the waters subject to CWA
Protect waters to fullest extent of congressional authorityProtect waters to fullest extent of congressional authority

It It strikesstrikes all instances of all instances of ““navigable waters of the U.S.navigable waters of the U.S.”” and and 
inserts inserts ““waters of the United States.waters of the United States.””

It It strikesstrikes definition:  definition:  ““The term The term ‘‘navigable watersnavigable waters’’ means the means the 
waters of the U.S. including the territorial seas.waters of the U.S. including the territorial seas.””

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Short, succinct bill.  �



Clean Water Restoration Act of 2007Clean Water Restoration Act of 2007
New Replacement DefinitionNew Replacement Definition::

““The term The term ‘‘waters of the United Stateswaters of the United States’’ means all waters means all waters 
subject to the ebb and flow of the tide, the territorial seas, asubject to the ebb and flow of the tide, the territorial seas, and nd 
all interstate and intrastate waters and their tributaries, all interstate and intrastate waters and their tributaries, 
includingincluding……

lakes, rivers, streams (including intermittent streams), lakes, rivers, streams (including intermittent streams), 
mudflats, mudflats, sandflatssandflats, wetlands, sloughs, prairie potholes, , wetlands, sloughs, prairie potholes, 
wet meadows, playa lakes, natural ponds, and all wet meadows, playa lakes, natural ponds, and all 
impoundments of the foregoing,impoundments of the foregoing,……

to the the fullest extent that these waters, or activities affecto the the fullest extent that these waters, or activities affecting ting 
these waters, are subject to the legislative power of Congress these waters, are subject to the legislative power of Congress 
under the Constitution.under the Constitution.””

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The new definition in 2421 essentially covers all waters of the United States up to the limits of the Commerce Clause in the Constitution.  �



Clean Water Restoration Act of 2007Clean Water Restoration Act of 2007

Several hearings held by Environment & Public Works Several hearings held by Environment & Public Works 
(Senate) and Transportation & Infrastructure (House) (Senate) and Transportation & Infrastructure (House) 
in in ’’07 and 07 and ‘‘0808

““WonWon’’t this hurt farmers?t this hurt farmers?””
The The ““Savings ClauseSavings Clause”” in the bill explicitly in the bill explicitly 
preserves exemptions to regulation for ag preserves exemptions to regulation for ag 
activities, as per activities, as per §§404(f) and 404(f) and regsregs..

Is this bill constitutional?  What about the Commerce Is this bill constitutional?  What about the Commerce 
Clause?Clause?

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Rhetoric and hyperbole from hearings include industrial agriculture lobbies promoting “dangers to farmers” from HR 2421 / S. 1870.

Example from EPW hearing 4/9/08:  “Every time a cow sets a foot in a dry wash, she’ll need a 404 permit.” Also, Rep. Mica on 4/16/08 said that this bill will cause the price of every house in America to increase and jobs will go overseas.

Will this bill leave open certain grounds for court challenges that test the Constitutionality of 2421?

Some of the discussion at the 4/16/08 hearing was how the bill can be modified to mollify the critics….to make it clear that existing exemptions will still exist and that the genuine intent of the bill is to return the jurisdictional scheme to pre-2001 status and go no further.  Yesterday’s hearing brought out some of these suggestions, and following those may be the way forward.

That is, if the bill is indeed the way forward.  But what will ultimately resolve the current CWA situation is unclear.   What is certain is that what you’ve heard this morning is a long way from playing out.  

�



Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Thank you for listening.�
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